
3rd Grade Scope & Sequence 

Unit 1  Week 1-5:  Dynamics- identify loud/soft.  Tone Color- classroom instruments, identify 
orchestral instruments. Tempo- slow, medium, fast.   Rhythm-  identify long/short, strong 
beat, melodic rhythm, 2/2 meter, 4/4 meter, quarter & eighth notes.  Pitch- identify high/
low, upward/downward, repeated tones, sol-fedge do-re-mi with hand signals.  Texture- sing 
and hear melodies with simple chordal accompaniment, say clap & play simple patterns as 
accompaniment.   Form-  identify same/different sections and interludes.   Style-identify 
stylistic elements, hear American music. 

Unit 2  Week 6-9:  Dynamics- piano & forte.  Tone Color- define tone color, techniques of using 
different tone of voices/instruments for expressiveness, listen to orchestral music.  Tempo- 
define tempo, identify tempo changes in music.   Rhythm-3/4 , 4/4, 6/8 time, use and 
identify eighth, quarter, half & dotted half notes.  Pitch- identify high/low, sol-fedge do, re, 
mi, so, la with hand signals. Texture- review. Form-  identify verse/refrain form, 
introductions, interludes, codas.  Style-review. 

Unit 3  Week 10-13:  Dynamics- review.  Tone Color- folk string instruments.  Tempo- 
review.Rhythm- identify that two quarter notes equals one half note, and that three quarter 
notes equals one dotted half note.   Pitch- identify G, A, B on the staff, identify high do.  
Texture-  review.  Form- review.Style- American folk and Native American music. 

Unit 4  Week 14-17:  Dynamics- review.   Tone Color- identify proper vocal technique.Tempo-
use as an expressive tool. Rhythm- identify quarter and half rests.  Pitch-identify C on the 
staff, sol-fedge review.  Texture- review. Form-identify ABA form (sonata-allegro form).  Style- 
holiday & winter music, including international Christmas, Hanuka, Kwanza. 

Unit 5  Week 18-22:  Dynamics- very loud (fortissimo) and very soft (pianissimo).  Tone Color-  
orchestral string instruments, articulation of violin.  Tempo- review. Rhythm-identify dotted 
half rest.  Pitch- review.Texture- review. Form-  review.  Style- ballad, spiritual, echo, call & 
response. 

Unit 6  Week 23-25:  Dynamics- identify ff& pp.Tone Color-  identify harpsichord, recorder, 
banjo, piano, percussion.   Tempo-  review.  Rhythm- identify dotted quarter note, fermata.  
Pitch-  identify F on the staff.   Texture-sing cannons & rounds.   Form-  review.  Style- Urban 
& Northeast American music, African-American music, Colonial America, Chinese folk music, 
English country dance. 

Unit 7  Week 26-31:  Dynamics-  review.  Tone Color-  ukulele.   Tempo-  presto.   Rhythm-
identify whole notes and rests.   Pitch-  identify arrangement of keyboard, whole and half 
steps.  Texture- review. Form-  identify phrases, improvisation, AABA form (32 bar form).   
Style-  Southern U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, France. 

Unit 8  Week 32-37:  Dynamics-  review.  Tone Color-  identify stringed instruments of China, 
Africa, Russia, and the harp.   Tempo-identify changes in music.   Rhythm- identify that three 
eighth notes equals one dotted quarter note in 6/8 time, identify dotted quarter rest. Pitch-  
identify sharps and flats.  Texture-  Sing a-cappella, use ostinato accompaniment.   Form-  
rondo.   Style-  identify elements of music from China, Africa & Russia. 
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